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A Virtual Observatory in Planetary Science
Built on astronomical VO developments
+ previous European programs:
IMPEx, HELIO, VAMDC…
+ interfaces with: PDS, GIS/OGC, etc…

http://vespa.obspm.fr
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Current VESPA interface
http://vespa.obspm.fr

To plot
/analysis tools

Spectral tools: CASSIS

CASSIS receives spectra from search
portal, can overplot selections

In Preferences > General set "Force direct opening" to True (this will bypass dialogues)
Adjust color and line style in the panel under the color box
Change units and navigate with lower panel buttons

Spectral tools: SPLAT-VO

SPLAT-VO receives spectra
from portal
Includes analysis functions

Spectral tools:
TOPCAT

In TOPCAT,
click "Plane Plot"
to display spectra

Spectral tools: VOSpec

Select Wavelength in micron
& Flux in W/m2/µm in input pannel
Then uncheck "Log" in axes & reselect
"W/m2/µm" in flux menu
Select "Line" to connect channels

VOSpec receives spectra
from portal, but does not
recognize units

Currently does not understand radiance ( W/m2/sr/µm)
or reflectance - being discussed with ESA & IVOA

Spectral tools: VOSpec

Click "Simple Line Access" button
Select area of interest
Select spectral databases in new window
Once loaded, lines are identified on mouse-over
Fitting functions available in "Operations" menu

Uses an older protocol which retrieves all lines in a
given range => long and busy
Databases mostly related to the ISM (atoms)

Spectral tools: Specview

Specview receives spectra
from interface
Includes analysis functions

Click on "Measure" to
perform continuum and
band measurements

Green/blue regions = continuum
Red region = band

Spectral tools: Specview

Click on "Line IDs" to
query band line
databases (from
VAMDC) - pick up
relevant ones

Data services connected via EPN-TAP / field
Atmospheres
- Titan profiles - CIRS (Cassini, LESIA)
- Venus spectroscopy - VIRTIS (VEx, LESIA)
* - Mars Climate Database (modeling, LMD-LESIA)
- Venus profiles - SPICAV/SOIR (VEx, IASB-BIRA)
* - Mars profiles - SPICAM (MEx, LATMOS)
- All MEx derived atmospheric products (via MEx IDS)
- EuroVenus derived products (via C. Wilson)
- Venus cloud products (LATMOS)
Small bodies
- M4ast (ground based spectroscopy, IMCCE)
- 1P/Halley spectroscopy - (IKS / Vega-1, LESIA)
- BaseCom - (Nançay obs, LESIA)
- TNOs are cool - (Herchel & Spitzer + compilation,
LESIA & LAM & Utinam)
* - Cometary lines catalogue (IAPS)
* - Vesta & Ceres spectroscopy - VIR/DAWN (IAPS)
* - DynAstVO: NEO refined parameters (IMCCE)
- MPCorb: Small bodies orbital cat (MPC/Heidelberg)
- Rosetta ground-based support (via C. Snodgrass)
- 67P illumination config (IRAP)
Surfaces
* - CRISM WMS service (MRO, Jacobs U)
- Mars craters (Jacobs U, + update by GEOPS)
- USGS planetary maps (Jacobs U)
* - M3 WMS service (Chandrayaan-1, Jacobs U)
* - HRSC data (MEx, Frei Univ)
* - OMEGA cubes and maps (MEx, IAS)
- MarsSI GIS (Lyon)
Solid spectroscopy
* - SSHADE: ices & minerals (IPAG & network)
* - Planetary Spectral Library (DLR)
* - PDS spectral library (LESIA)
- Berlin Reflectance Spectral Lib (DLR)
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Open
Open in test
In development
Being studied

Magnetospheres / radio
- APIS (HST, LESIA)
* New/big update in yr3
- NDA (Jupiter radio Nançay, LESIA)
- AMDA (CDPP / IRAP)
- MAG data (VEx, IWF Graz)
- MASER & Juno support (LESIA)
- RadioJove (LESIA & US amateur network)
- IItate HF data of Jupiter (Tohoku Univ, Jap)
- UTR-2 Juno ground support (Kharkiv, Ukr.)
- MDISC (modeling, UCL)
- Cluster data (IAP Prague)
- Interface with IMPEx models (IWF Graz)
- Hisaki (Tohoku Univ., Jap)
- Transplanet (CDPP / IRAP)
- LOFAR Jupiter (SRC/PAS, Varsovie)
Exoplanets
- Encyclopedia of exoplanets (compilation, LUTH/LESIA)
- Transit observations (Bern)
- Interface with DACE (Geneva)
Solar
- HELIO AR & 1T3 solar features catalogues (LESIA)
- Bass2000 (LESIA)
- Radio Solar db (Nançay, LESIA)
- CLIMSO (Pic du Midi, IRAP)
- IItate AMATERAS (Tohoku Univ, Jap)
Generic / interdisciplinary
- BDIP (LESIA)
- Planets then satellites characteristics (LESIA/IMCCE)
- PVOL (UPV/EHU & amateur network)
- Gas absorption cross-sections (Granada)
- Nasa dust catalogue (IAPS)
- Stellar spectra, support for observations & exopl. (LESIA)
- Telescopic planetary spectra collection (LESIA)
- Interface with VAMDC (TBD)
- PSA complete archive (ESA)
- HST planetary data (LESIA, to CADC archive)
- DARTS (JAXA - currently via PDAP)

Spectral comparisons from different services
In VESPA, ask for spectra of asteroid Vesta and look in M4ast result page:
Use "target_name = vesta" & "granule_gid = formatted" in the query

Select prefered results visually from thumbnails
Pick-up VOtable versions (if not already selected in the query)
& send as spectra

Spectral comparisons from different services
In VESPA, ask for spectra of SNC meteorites and look in pds_speclib result page:
Use "granule_gid=natural_meteorite_rock" in the query

Select prefered results visually from thumbnails
& send as spectra

Spectral comparisons from different services
All spectra will plot immediately in the same window
Spectral axis units will be converted if needed

Use Tools tab to scale flux axis (multiply M4ast spectra by 0.25)
Scaling is required, as Vesta spectra are provided as normalized I/F, and SNC spectra as reflectance factor

Visualization and arithmetics
in CASSIS

Press "shift" to see level at mouse location
Left click or "Comm"-drag to set plotting region
"Alt"-drag to select a region (used in "Fit" tab)
"Alt"-click to set markers (& remove them in InfoPanel)
Mouse-wheel to zoom in/out

CASSIS can overplot a selection
of spectra and manipulate them

Click the "Tools" tab to combine spectra
Spectra are resampled to a common wvl vector
on the fly
The "Species" tab accesses line databases
(most of them related to the ISM)
Also includes LTE and RADEX modeling

Special uses in CASSIS
With adequate script CASSIS can plot spectral segments independently
In this case, 8 overlapping spectral orders from VIRTIS-H/Rosetta in the same file
(the default is to merge overlaping regions)

Sending data from CASSIS

With TOPCAT (or SPLAT-VO, VOspec, SpecView, etc) activated, select
SAMP > Send to… > topcat in VO menu
In TOPCAT, click on PlanePlot (units may be converted in the process)

Relevant VESPA tutorials

Tuto_Spectro_VESPA
EPN-TAP spectroscopy data services in VESPA,
use with various spectral tools

Tuto_CASSIS_VESPA
Use of CASSIS with VESPA-related data,

Main points of the meeting

• Review EPNCore parameters for lab spectroscopy
• Same for field studies (if time permits)

